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Maintenir, un jardin.
PROJECT PROPOSAL

Within every public garden are the gardeners, ubiquitous 
but invisible, maintaining the garden as it is meant to be seen. 
Their work is carefully scheduled, and their tools are surrepti-
tiously hidden, so that the garden appears ideal, complete, and 
effortless. The well-maintained garden appears, paradoxically, 
to require no maintenance at all.

This proposal celebrates the essential acts of maintaining the garden, 
foregrounding the gardener, the manual work involved, and 
the ceaseless attention required.

The gardener’s shed is the organizing element of  the garden. 
Clad in grass and utilitarian pegboard, the shed acts as a stage 
for the performance of  regular maintenance, and as a billboard 
that requires regular maintenance for its message to be legible. 
The shed sits in a terrain of  carefully mowed lawn and progres-
sively unmaintained grass, weeds, and wildfl owers, recalling 
both the high and low maintenance areas of  the Reford Gardens. 
Work on the garden is to be performed during visitor hours, 
so that its maintenance is made explicit, and its maintainer is 
perceived as an essential part of  the landscape.
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Section through progressively unmaintained grass,
showing unkempt grass and wildfl owers

Section through regularly maintained grass

Section through maintenance stage and shed
showing maintenance of  annuals in letter-shaped 
raised fl owerbed, and resting area for visitors and 
gardeners

Section through opening between maintenance 
stage and shed

Section through maintenance billboard and shed
showing maintenance of  cutout lettering edges,
and storage space for maintenance tools

MAINTENANCE SHED
wood structure
pegboard sheathing
for tool storage and
gardener/visitor rest

MAINTENANCE
BILLBOARD
grass with cutout lettering
requires regular maintenance
of  vertical grass surface

OPENING
between shed and stage

MAINTENANCE STAGE
grass with letter-shaped 
raised fl owerbeds
requires regular maintenance
of  horizontal grass surface and 
monthly replanting of  greenhouse-
grown annuals in raised fl owerbeds

SLOPE UP
grass with wood edging
requires regular maintenance

MAINTAINED v.
UNMAINTANED 
grass and wildfl owers
with wood edging
strips are assigned a decreasing
regularity of  maintenance

JUNE planting & maintenance
maintained raised beds     alyssum
unmaintained wildfl ower  lupine
maintenance ends for strips 3 & 4
(strips 1 & 2 not to be maintained at all)

JULY planting & maintenance
maintained raised beds     lobelia
unmaintained wildfl ower  lupine
maintenance ends for strips 5 & 6

AUGUST planting & maintenance
maintained raised beds     marigold
unmaintained wildfl ower  shasta daisy
maintenance ends for strips 7 & 8

SEPT planting & maintenance
maintained raised beds     icicle pansy
unmaintained wildfl ower  hay
maintenance ends for strips 9 & 10

lupine alyssum

lupine lobelia

daisy marigold

hay icicle pansy

wildfl ower annual bed
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View from maintenance shed and stage towards unmaintained end
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3View from inside of  shed towards unmaintained end2

View from unmaintained end, with wildfl owers and overgrowth, 
to maintenance shed and stage
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